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Children want to visualize or imagine filling their bodies with the colours of the rainbow.
Visualizations and Innovative Imagery may be used to: Improve Sleep Reduce Anxiety Manage
Fears Reduce Stress Increase Creativity Improve Focus Set Goals Improve Health Manage Pain
Enhance Rest Balance Emotional Well-Being Improve Athletic Efficiency Improve Self-Regulation
Enhance Self-Esteem and Confidence Improve Social Skills Lower Negative Thinking and
Depressive disorder This is among four stories featured on the Indigo Dreams CD
9780970863348 These gentle but effective visualization techniques stimulate the imagination.
This technique can have a confident impact on your child s general health, creativity, and
performance. It can lower stress and anxiety levels and is used to regulate anger. Visualization
might have a positive effect on your wellbeing, creativity, and performance. Innovative imagery
is also used to greatly help patients heal faster with less discomfort and has been considered a
healing tool in practically all of the world s cultures. Rest with colors! The multi-colored imagery
in this tale quiets the mind and relaxes the body so your kid can manage stress and fall asleep
peacefully. This effective stress-management technique also known as guided imagery is widely
accepted and utilized by both traditional and holistic communities.
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calms 3 year old and mommy while asleep time I was having an awful time getting my boy to
relax during nap period so I thought I would try this book. So many thanks Lori Lite for writing
this amazing book. When I feel myself getting overly discouraged with my son not being able to
relax I open this reserve up and start reading. Very quickly he will sit down pay attention and by
the end he is setting up and relaxed. It's really incredible. not for our family. I will try and pair it
with a different one of her books. My child loves it. So I bought this reserve predicated on a
friend's suggestion. My son was very anxious to attend preschool and we would have crying
sessions starting from your day before. This reserve helped him relax and be more accepting of
his brand-new modification of place. He makes me read it right before he leaves home and
though still a little anxious , he manages to go to class without crying.When I first go through
this publication I did not think it would work, but he seems much more calm after reading it. I
use them daily in my own pediatric therapy middle and recommend them to the parents with
whom we work. He would end up being jumping around and I'd get upset and no one would be
able to relax. My favorite series of relaxation stories for children. I have the entire assortment of
the books and CDs by Lori Lite .The story is about a boy who sits next to a pond with a rainbow at
its edge and how he imagines the rainbow colors enter him and calm him down. We have found
all of the books to become beneficial for our customers with sensory processing issues, stress,
Autism Spectrum and ADHD. I have actually purchased several copies of the Boy and The Bear,
The Boy and the Turtle and Angry Octopus, in order that our touring therapists may also have a
duplicate to take with them on home visits. During her initial stay in the ICU she became anxious
and angry, "raging" was the medical term. Up coming we introduce the Boy and The Turtle which
promotes relaxation through visualization. An extra benefit is that the adult reading the stories
or hearing the CD making use of their child may also feel more relaxed and relaxed! happy hands
at home I was extremely disappointed in this book. We often set this with having the parents
massage or provide deep but mild pressure to your body part that is becoming highlighted in
the story. The Angry Octopus is a good way for kids to learn about positive methods to cope with
anger and frustration. When you get to the yellow web page you barely could make anything of
the written text out due to the little contrast. TERRIBLE, TERRIBLE art. It's seems more like
someone's personal craft task at home, the composing was just a little boring and the
illustrations were so elementary. I want to ask do anyone edit or review a proof of this
publication before it visited print. there is no real storyline here. Well written A down to earth
reserve for children who've suffered death of a patent, etc. It's well written and explained. A+,
very satisfied A+ highly recommended Sweet book! Please retire, illustrator. I recommend it to
folks who are stressed out and have difficulty falling asleep. A very kind and soft spoken child
life employee offered to sit with her and read "Bubble Riding. It certainly seemed like a content
hands at home project. The reasons this is simply not a 5 star ranking is 1) the yellow page 's
almost impossible to read in the dark, I solved this by going over the composing with a darker
color and 2) I want it was longer if it had been a little longer he'd probably fall asleep by the end
of it. I was initially introduced to your books when my then . Great tale, it's better read aloud
without displaying the awful pictures.. I was first introduced to your books when my then seven
season old daughter was diagnosed with cancer 2 yrs ago. The Boy and the Bear is an excellent
book to start with as it is simple, makes use of repetition/familiarity, and teaches the idea of
deep breathing. We had to leave the room to meet with the team of oncologists regarding cure
plan which made her a lot more anxious. My son was more than it within several pages Within a
few webpages my son exhaled and i thought this publication would be helpful but he quickly
caught on, decided he previously zero interest in a publication about rainbows, and frankly



hates it." She calmed straight down and also drifted off to sleep. Later in her hospital stay we
were launched to "A Boy and a Turtle" as well. Both books experienced such a relaxing effect on
her, in the midst of a time when she acquired a lot of physical pain, confusion and anger. When
we got home we ordered our very own copies and since that time I've sent copies to kids newly
diagnosed with cancer. I am very grateful for you for supplying these books and they helped my
girl greatly through an extremely difficult time. Very nice if you want to calm down and relax.
Each web page on the right is normally a color of the rainbow with white text message. Or, 'art',
rather.. Three Stars used within a behavior program to teach my students how exactly to calm
down It iS soooooooooo poor that I want I possibly could give it a
-100000000000000000000000 stars it had been bad because some of the terms are lime this
ex:sad=s ad really it was just like a 4 calendar year old girl and child wouldn't even understand
what they mean #######
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